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Planetary Desigln
In the world of planetary

servo drives, precision is
everything, Advertisements
abound fOJ ervo gear drives
with extremely low ,or even
zere backlash. With that type
of drive in high demand. man-
ufacturers have done every-
thing they can to tighten their
designs-thmugh more exact-
ing tolerances, tighter assem-
bly and better materials.

Instead of tightening. one
manufacturer of planetary
servo drives has tried loosen-

mg in order [0 provide the low
backlash that manufacturers of
robotics and other precise posi-

tioning equipment require,
That loosening bas nothing

te do with the manufacturing
tolerances or assembly. Pre-
cision manufacturing is still
required, Ithas to do with a
type of flexibility borrowed
from a related technology:
harmonic drive gearing ..

Harmonic drive gearing
has long been known for its
low backlash, high precision
and compact design. Har-
monic drive systems use a cir-
cular spline. a flex spline and

Cut-a.way v:iew of the HPG gear drive from HIl Systems.

me 'HP,G, dr,ive includ'es ,II '11111" !lIear 10 cantro" bacldash
(defoRnltion '8xallllerated for mustrative purposes!.

wavegenera~or to create
extremely high ratios in a sin-
gle reduction. One of the
advantages of the harmonic
drive system is that the flex
spline deforms as :it rotates to
keep its teeth. fully loaded
against the circular spline al
aU times.

Engineers at HD Systems of
Hauppauge, NY, haveligured
out how to apply the deforma-
tion concept of harmonic drive
systems to planetary gears as
well. Instead of a flexible imler
spline •. the HPG "harmonic
planetary" gearheads use a
flexible outer ring gear to pre-
load the gearset,

The flexible outer ring
gear of the HPG gearhead
creates a continually adju l-
ing backlash compensation
method. The ring gear is thin-
ner in the radial direction
than a typical ring gear. This
makes it radjaUy flexible, yet
torsionally stiff, says HD
Systems' marketing manager,
Brian St. Denis. "As normal
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gear wear occurs. any in-
crease in space between the

j
teeth is immediately compen- I
sated by the preload in the !
ring gear, The concept is as if I
the ring gear is a spring in the I
radial direction:'

The system employed by
HD Systems. has a huge advan-
tage over those commonly
employed by other maaufac-
turers, says St. Denis, The
backla h of the HPG drive
won't deteriorate over time.

One method commonly
employed to,provide "low" or
"zero" backlash ill planetary
gear systems is to create a
"tight fit" between all of the
gears. However, this method
is subject 'to gear tooth wear,
and over the life of the gear-
box, the backl.3sll can increase
significantly.

Another method is to use
preloaded bevel gears as pan
of the mechanism. Shims
force the bevel gears together
axially, which forces a raclial
preload in the planetary gears.
Backlash in this type of sys-
tem also :increases over time
because of gear tooth wear.

Because of the flexible
defermation of the planetary
ring gear, the HPG gearhead
automaucally compensates
for gear tooth wear. 81. Delli
says. This helps ensure con-
sistent backlash throughout
the rated life of the gearbox.

The H~ Series planetary
gearheads have standard
backlash of less than 3 arc-
minutes, and they can be
ordered with 1 arc-minute of
backlash as an. option. They
are available in ratios :from
5:1. to 33:1.
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M:icmgears:
For' Use In Tlhe

IHuman Machine?
In a Hungarian lab, using a

microscope's laser, research-
ers are creating gears and
rotors thinner than a human
hair, ADd, willie hair grows
out of the body, the re-
searchers want to put their
gears and rotors into the body.
in microsoopic machines for
conducting experiments.

"It's like the movie inner
Space wilh Dennis Quaid,"
says researcher p~ Ormos.
The machines could 'be built
so small that they would fit
into blood vessels. for analyz-
ing blood.

To create the gears, and
rotors, Onnos uses hardened
liquid photopolymer. But,
unlike the micropans and their

pos ible lise, 'the material isn't
nearly as exotic.

"Dentists use it a let,"
ann os says. The material is
the same as what's II ed for
tooth fillings hardened with
ultraviolet light.

Ormes developed the tech-
nique with Fewr Galajda in a
little more than a year--;
"Just now, weare perfecting
it." Ormes acids that he'd like
ro use the technique in less
than. a year to build everal
types of machine .

Willi a doctorate ill phys-
ics, Ormos belongs to, the
Hungarian Academy of Sci-
ences and works at its
Biological Research Centre,
located in Szeged. Ormos is
director of the centre's Insti-
tnte of Biophy it . Galajda is
!tis doctoral snrdent,

"We study thephysics of

'Created undBr' II 'microscope. threll' rotan appear in front of the 'Dak-like
IJIIJ1Jc 'lif ••• II 110mB n bair.
Liv.ingsystems," Ormes says. Ormos and Galajda's gears
He acids lliat there's a strong and rotors could be usedjn
drive ill biology toward minia- that study as parts in micro-
turizing, which has "a lot of scopic biochemical device .'
promise in it" The micromachines would be
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used ro investigate living sys-
terns at a cellular level, per-
mitting the movement of indi-
vidual ,ceIls-",even individual
large molecules," Ormos says.
"~t's a very precise tool that
can be used in biology"

With such machines, scien-
tists could introduce chemi-
cals into cells, manipulate
their reactions, and maintain
those cells' environments,
pumping different solutions to
different regions. They could
measure cell properties to
select certaia cells, create a
channel for transporting those
cells and transport the cells
individually. They could also
remove compounds from
cells, even destroy cells ..

The gears' and rotors' d:iam-
eters can be as small as two
microns. A human hale's diam-
eter is about 100 microns. At

two microns, the parts can
weigh as little as ]().LO grams.

Ormos and GaIajda make
their microparts by placing
liquid photopolymer under a
microscope, then moving a
computer-controlled laser fo-
cus into the microscope.
Whereverth.e focus moves,
the liquid becomes hardened.
If .it moves in a gear shape, the
focus makes a hardened. gear.

"We can create a three-
di.mensionalobject that is as
complicated as we want,"
Ormes says.

DUI. there's a wri nkle in
the technology that needs to
be ironed out.

The micro gears are rotated
by the microrotors. The micro-
rotors are rotated by light.

"It's not easy to introduce
light into the blood vessels,"
Omms says.

But, he adds there may be a
solution to that problem.
Ormos explains that the
machines in the body could be
powered by tight,lfit were
introduced effecti.vely-via a
thin optic fiber, for example.

In similar research, Sandia
National Laboratories in New
Mexico has used chemical
·elchi.ng to create microgears
and experimental micro-
engines, electric motors no

1:" larger than a grain of sand.
Ormos started his research

j to understand how light causes
I different trapped particles to
j rotate. But, he later realized
i such light-induced rotation
i could have useful applications.
I

1 "It was not really the area
I

1 in which we were deliberately

I
I

moving;" he says.
Onnos is unsure about the

technique's future-"Whether

this can be commercialized or
not, isn't clear." Still, he and
Oalajda are testing resins to
decide which works best for
creating their gears and rotors.

"I think the possibilities are
really uolimited," Ormes says.
"Anything that can be done
wi.th larger machines can be
done with smaller ones, too."
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